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Be inspired
Have you noticed how Australians have become fascinated with building design and  
interiors? It’s a national sport. We are so much more informed about the endless  
possibilities we can explore in creating our personal, private spaces. We watch TV  
shows like The Block, read as many design magazines that we can muster, and never 
tire of chatting with friends about our mutual obsession to create the perfect home, 
room, kitchen or bathroom.

Modern building methods and materials allow us to take this inspiration and express  
our individuality. There is a transition from the limitations of four plain walls and a flat  
ceiling to more inventive and practical ways of organising our space. 

Differing ceiling heights, bulkheads and raked ceilings create visual interest and are  
very practical ways to give direction to the free flow of an open plan space or creating  
a new look for an existing home. Wall niches showcase our prized possessions or  
house the large format TV, cleverly hiding the nest of cables and providing a beautiful 
flush finish. And our love for fresh air is obvious with outdoor kitchens and al fresco  
living, often forming the cornerstone to our own grand design. 

Gimmicky decorating trends are giving way to a focus on timeless design elements  
that not only look very appealing but have utility as a principle. The uncluttered hallways 
that lead to open spaces with key focal points and the use of light in lines of glass  
running parallel to the ceilings are just some of the ways we think outside the square. 

Creating the perfect living environment isn’t just about design. We want our homes to  
be comfortable, practical and easy to maintain. Careful selection of products, like the 
Gyprock® range of specialty plasterboards that can help reduce noise transfer, resist 
knocks and bumps and even protect against fire and moisture, enables you to make  
your home the perfect sanctuary.

We hope you become inspired with the many great ideas, solutions and creative  
opportunities displayed in these pages. Remember, it’s all about thinking outside  
the box and getting in touch with your inner designer!

GYPROCK.COM.AU
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Step out of the square and add chunks of chutzpah to your 
walls and ceilings. Using space, light and clever building 

design you can create stylish interiors that are both practi-
cal and beautiful.

INTERIOR 
INNOVATIONS

When it comes to building or revamping your 
home, why not stir your imagination as well as 
your tin of paint? An important tip to remember 
is that walls and ceilings do not have to be flat. 
In fact, there are so many ways to add visual 
interest to your home interiors that create focal 
points, additional storage or privacy areas that  
don’t hem you in.

LIGHT & AIRY
Create a sense of space and light in a room  
with raked ceilings that follow the line of the  
rafters, adding an air of distinction and a sense 
of freedom with their soaring lines.

NICHE MARKET
Niches are a great way to showcase your prized 
possessions, whether family photos, your favourite 
artwork or much-loved collectables. Adding  
architectural depth, they also provide smart  
storage without consuming valuable floor space.

HIGH DEFINITION
Adding definition and a unique architectural 
dimension to a room is easy with a coffered 
ceiling or bulkheads. They are great for  
delineating space, particularly in today’s  
modern open plan homes.

SECLUDED SPACES
For additional privacy, nib and dwarf walls can 
create separations while maintaining a sense of 
space. Nib walls are short sections of wall that 
can be used for visual separation without losing 
the sense of flow from one area to the other.  
Dwarf walls do not extend to the full height of 
the room and are ideal for adding privacy in 
bathrooms and bedrooms. 

®
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CREATE WITH CORNICES

Gyprock Alto™

Alto complements any contemporary space with a 
classic sensibility that’s never over the top. A sassy 
10mm step along the ceiling edge creates a crisp 
shadow for any modern home – the 90mm profile is 
uncomplicated but appealing, drawing the eye to its 
stylish format.

Gyprock Aria™

A compact 75mm cornice, Aria delivers a style that 
never goes off trend. Its subtle, slimline profile with  
an understated centre deflection is perfect when you 
are looking for unobtrusive elegance, especially in 
bedrooms or utility rooms.

Gyprock® Trio 
Balance classic and contemporary elements with Trio,  
a powerhouse profile with its three-step 75mm format 
and strong, clean lines. It suits not just an ultra-modern 
space, but also blends well in a more traditional home. 

Gyprock Tempo™

For a well-delineated design edge, Tempo is a popular 
choice for the latest homes. The multiple shadow lines 

and 90mm profile create a sense of volume and work 
well in open plan living areas. If you are revamping an 
existing room, Tempo can be used over 55mm Cove 
cornices, which makes renovating so much easier.

Gyprock Symphony™

Music to any homeowner’s ears, Symphony creates 
harmony with its softer curves, especially ideal for 
rooms with lower ceilings. Inspired by European  
master craftsmen, 75mm Symphony has a naturally 
more traditional style, combining a strong shadow line 
and multi-dimensional curves to create an attractive  
wave-like effect. 

Gyprock Concerto™

For versatility, Concerto is the leader of the pack in 
cornice designs. With a combination of smooth 
curves, distinctive lines and sharp centre step, this 
90mm cornice is ideal to incorporate an air of formality 
into a bedroom or living area. Throughout the day, the 
dramatic shadowing effect shifts the mood of the 
room, instantly adding depth of character and interest. 
Concerto can be installed with the stepped edge 
either facing up or down to create different effects.  

 GYPROCK® INSPIRATIONAL CORNICES ENHANCE ANY INTERIOR DESIGN IDEA BY ADDING  
DETAIL AND PERSONALITY PLUS. WITH SIX STUNNING DESIGNS, THERE IS THE RIGHT  

CORNICE FOR ANY CORNER OF YOUR HOME.

ALTO

TEMPO

ARIA

TRIO

CONCERTO

SYMPHONY
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DINE IN STYLE
Open concept homes are about flow and uninterrupted 
visuals. If you entertain frequently, an open plan dining room 
and kitchen makes perfect sense. Remember, with open interior 
spaces, you need big bold pieces that create focus.

crave list
Invest in some good quality,  

brightly coloured chairs for your 
dining area. Make sure they are 

hard wearing, fun and very  
comfortable for long family dinners 

and entertaining. These Replica 
Eames DSW chairs from  
Matt Blatt work a treat.
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Live this...
In open plan homes, high traffic areas, like the  
kitchen, need to look integrated without appearing 
fussy or overly prominent. A Gyprock® bulkhead 
around the kitchen, for example, reduces the visual 
impact and makes the kitchen appear recessed into 
the wall rather than thrusting into the space.

DINE IN STYLE

Gyprock® bright ideas...
Upper limits
If you are building a new home or planning a renovation – large or small – some careful thinking about 
your ceilings will make a big difference to the mood and functionality of your living areas. Bulkheads  
are a great idea to add interest to bigger spaces or to tie in two rooms with differing ceiling heights.  
You can install downlights to showcase a display of your favourite art or create a feature in the middle of 
the open plan space. Bulkheads come in many shapes and sizes and are often used to mirror a central 
work unit in a kitchen or bar area or to highlight a unique light fitting. Keep in mind that the humidity 
experienced in many parts of Australia can cause ordinary plasterboard ceilings to sag, especially  
as wider joist spacings are now more common. Gyprock Supaceil™ plasterboard is designed to  
provide the perfect ceiling finish in all conditions, so let your imagination soar.

STYLIST’S  
TOP TIP:

Strike a happy balance when 
it comes to kitchen clutter. A 

too-sterile approach won’t 
make your house a home; 

instead,  
display some of your favour-

ite kitchen tools or living 
herbs in simple pots. 

crave list
All eyes will be on this 
retro-inspired platinum 
stand mixer in 
Raspberry Ice from 
KitchenAid.

HAPPY COMPANIONS
We love decorative,  

quirky fruit bowls that have  
a tactile sensibility like  

The Minimalist’s crochet  
rubber bowl. Contemporary 

food processors and blenders 
now look like objets d’art  
in their zesty colours and  

add loads of fun to any  
kitchen benchtop.
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Live this...
For an open plan space, the kitchen 
needs to have a cohesive, visually 
organised look. It's not tucked away, 
but there for everyone to see from 
many areas of the house. 
Built-in refrigerators blend seamlessly 
into the kitchen, sitting flush with  
surrounding cabinets and saving  
precious aisle space. Ensure you  
use the right materials for the long 
life of your kitchen. Gyprock 
Aquachek™ is specially designed  
for wet or humid spaces and  
works well in cooking areas. 

crave list
You won’t need to hide away your scrubbers 

and dishwashing liquid ever again. Natural 
and safe, Murchison-Hume’s apothecary-style 
glass bottles and natural plant fibre scrubbers 

make handsome partners for your sink.

STYLIST’S TOP TIP:
The refrigerator profile needs 
to be discreet, but some kitch-
en accessories should really 
make their presence felt. Add 
some lime green Tolix counter 
stools from Life Interiors to 
sing happy notes in the hub of 
the house.



Live this...
Über tall vases ace it every 
time with an elegant simplicity, 
adding striking decorative  
elements to the space. 
Combined with atmospheric 
downlighting and distinctive 
light treatments, you’ll never 
tire of chalking up your cue.

GAME ON...  
When competition fever grabs you, head into your 
personal games room. Niches make clever storage 
solutions and are an innovative way to show off 
your prized possessions.

Gyprock® 
bright ideas...

School of hard knocks
Gyprock Superchek™ effectively  

resists damage caused by soft and hard 
body impact and its superior sound 
absorption makes it ideal for rumpus  

     and games rooms. 
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LIVING EASY 
Achieving a signature style is simple with clever use of  
ceiling detail, a subtle wall palette, the splash of bright  
accessories and statement furniture pieces.
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Live this...
Varying ceiling heights, bulkheads or  
coffered ceilings serve to add visual interest 
and separate different living spaces.  
Nib walls help to define the living area and 
add a touch of intimacy. Don’t be afraid  
to think boldly.

Gyprock® bright ideas...
Harmony in motion
We love the sense of freedom in open plan living without confining, blocked-off 
areas. To avoid the risk of creating unemotive spaces without flow, different  
ceiling heights between the living, entry and dining areas encourage natural  
movement through the home. They delineate the different spaces and create  
a welcoming and thematic approach. Nib walls also help define zones while  
still retaining light and freedom. 

STYLIST’S  
TOP TIP:
Combine a subtle  
colour palette with  
furnishing accessories 
that pop. Strong stripes 
and vivid  
florals in cushions 
make daring use of 
contrasts to give unique 
pizazz.

HAPPY COMPANIONS
Hosting an element of industrial 
design in a home setting works 

perfectly in open plan living 
spaces. Try the La Chapelle 

Camera Floor Lamp from 
Beacon Lighting to add contrast 

to comfortable surrounds.

DESIGNER DETAILS
A wooden coffee table like the  

Life Interiors Sean Dix Forte adds 
warmth in open spaces. 

crave list
Spend some time  
finding that special  
piece of furniture like 
this sleigh chair in  
Arena Red from 
Freedom. Loaded  
with personality, it 
shows you’re bold  
with a sense of  
adventure.
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RELAXATION  
ZONE

Transform your home into an entertainment hub 
with the ultimate home theatre experience.
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crave list
Plush throws like the Carla 

from Freedom are a must to 
cosy up with when you’re 

zoned out in the movie room. 
Think soft and sensuous.

STYLIST’S  
TOP TIP:
You’ve spent good money 
on the  
technology, so don’t  
spoil the effect with unap-
pealing furniture. The 
comfortable Replica 
Eames lounge chairs and 
ottoman from Matt Blatt 
and Life Interior’s 
Valencia two-door  
cabinet are glamorous 
additions to the room.

HAPPY COMPANIONS
A swish rug like the Tea 
Garden from Designer Rugs 
complements the floor space 
and brings all the design  
elements in the room  
together cohesively.

DESIGNER DETAILS
The big screen and  

surround sound aren’t the  
only focal point in your home 

theatre. Well-appointed furniture 
like the Gus Modern Designer 

sidetable from Life Interiors 
enhances the space.

LITTLE EXTRAS
Don’t be wary of mixing and 
matching geometrical prints and 
florals. It livens up the mood and 
makes for a deluxe look. We love 
Bonnie and Neil Pacific Tile Black 
and Pottery Blue cushions.

Live this...
Don’t just focus on the sound tech in  

your home theatre. Aim for a super comfy 
but stylish look with the right furniture and 

wall treatments. Gyprock Concerto™  
cornice’s soft, complex curves complement 

any relaxation space.

Gyprock® 
bright ideas...
Extra dense
You don’t want the surround sound 
from your home theatre disturbing  
the hardworking students in the  
household or your neighbours. 
Gyprock Soundchek™ specialty  
plasterboard combined with Bradford 
SoundScreen™ insulation keeps noise 
in its place. 



MAKE AN
ENTRANCE

First impressions 
count – the en-
try to the home is 
how you and your 
guests access  
your personal sanc-
tuary. Your house 
can strike the right 
pose  
with a sculpture  
or the simplicity  
of a living plant.
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GYPROCK SYMPHONY™ CORNICE
Inspired by European master craftsmen, the soft 
curves of Gyprock Symphony™ create a sense of  
harmony. Suitable also for rooms with lower ceilings, 
Symphony has a naturally more traditional style. The 
dominant shadow line and multi-dimensional curves 
create a soothing, wavy effect.

Live this...
Collect a range of door handles,  
fabric or wallpaper swatches, cornice 
and paint samples to create your 
own mood boards. Comparing the 
samples in different parts of your home 
where light varies room to room will 
give you an accurate idea of what  
will work best for each area. 

STYLIST’S TOP TIP:
Keep hallways streamlined without excess clutter. Staying 
true to a contemporary look, choose skirting boards that are 
unfussy with clean lines. Enliven long sight lines with a fabu-
lous pop art welcome mat or unique objet d’art.

 Gyprock®

bright ideas...
Collateral damage

High traffic areas like stairways and  
hallways suffer daily rough treatment. 

Gyprock Superchek™ reduces the damage 
that soft or hard body impact can cause  

with its heavy duty lining paper and denser 
core, providing a more scuff-resistant,  

harder wearing surface.

LITTLE EXTRAS
Try something simple like  
a plant encased in this  
eye-catching, washable 
paper bag in brown  
from Uashmama.
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LAND OF 
CONTRASTS  
Contrast surface materials that have 
a raw, natural look with friendly 
colours and soft-textured furniture 
to maximise comfortable industrial 
living.

Live this...
Feature walls have 
become increasingly 
popular because they are 
a simple way to give a 
room a dramatic focal 
point, like this industrial-
style treatment achieved 
by 'concrete' wallpaper 
from Vision Wallcoverings. 
A modern cornice like 
the timeless Gyprock 
Alto™ will complement 
an industrial-styled 
space. 

crave list
We love the streamlined shape of the Toro Lounge Chair from 

Blu Dot. It’s perfect for the pared-down industrial look.
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crave list
We love oversized coloured metallic lamps 
with long, articulated arms like the Sly floor 
lamp in copper from Oz Design (main image 

left). A real scene-stealer.

STYLIST’S TOP TIP:
Creating an industrial space is 

where good taste needs to come to 
the fore. Experiment with  

different tones and textures in 
your colour palette and swatches to 
create a more contemporary feel to 

your special retreat. Instead of 
painting a feature wall, try wallpa-

pering. There are many wallpapers 
with unusual effects, like this con-

crete lookalike.

HAPPY COMPANIONS
Here’s a clever and innovative 

way to manage your magazines – 
try Assemblages Book Girth Belt, 

from Lightly.

DESIGNER DETAILS
Industrial style themes and 
sharp looking furniture go 
together like peas in a pod.  
The Mrs Johnson Side  
Table from Freedom adds 
appealing dimension with  
its multi-faceted surface. 

LITTLE EXTRAS
The geometrical profiles 
of cacti always have  
maximum impact. These 
beaker potted cacti from 
The Minimalist have a 
raw, no-frills look that  
perfectly suits an  
industrial style décor.

 Gyprock® 
bright ideas...

Sounds of Freedom
Modern cornices like Gyprock Alto™ can help 
define and soften industrial styled rooms. Alto  

features a streamlined profile with a subtle centre 
deflection design. A compact 90mm cornice,  

Alto echoes contemporary architecture at its best.



YOUR   
SPA 
RETREAT
Your bathroom is a haven away 
from the bustle of the day, so 
light the candles, grab your 
book and sink into  
a luxurious bubble bath… 
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Live this...
Niches or cut-outs in walls create fine lines and add interesting design 
elements as well as easy-to-clean storage solutions for displaying your 

premium bathroom products. Make sure you use the right materials. 
Gyprock Aquachek™ plasterboard is resistant to moisture and 

humidity without compromising integrity. It is specifically designed for 
use as lining under tiles in wet areas of the home.

Gyprock® bright ideas...
Wet and wild
Bathrooms are more than just a place to shower and shave. They are one of 
the most frequently used spaces in the home, so materials need to be high 
quality and able to deal with the steam and splashes.

crave list
We love Oz Design Furniture’s 
Malmo stool in mint. Ideal for  
a chatty spouse or housemate  
to perch on or use it for holding 
your book or back scrubber. 
For a luxurious Swedish spa 
effect, try non-slip wooden slats 
instead of a standard bath mat.

STYLIST’S TOP TIP:
Grab some super-lush, boldly  
patterned bath towels (Paul Missoni 
Home from Top3 by Design) that 
feel like clouds  
and look like rock stars.
  

HAPPY COMPANIONS
Display your prestige beauty 

and cleaning products like 
those from Murchison-Hume 

on your niched shelving, 
side by side with a pretty 

display of fresh flowers.

DESIGNER DETAILS
Use unfussy door handles 

like the Calida to keep your 
bathroom streamlined. They 

may be small, but the 
wrong door handle can 

spoil the look.
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BEDROOM 
BLISS 

Transform your bedroom into  
a peaceful retreat where you can 

relax and drift off into  
a restful sleep after a busy day. 

Think plump pillows, elegant 
lighting, soothing colours  

and subtle décor.   

Live this...
Stylish raked ceilings 
create a sense of restful 
lightness and airy space 
by day. At night you’ll 
be glad of the peace 
and quiet with Gyprock 
Soundchek™ reducing 
noise entering your  
private sanctuary.      
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Gyprock® bright ideas...
The inner sanctuary
Designing your bedroom is one of the most important elements in creating  
a home that reflects your personality. But it isn’t just about the colours on your 
walls or the lighting and window treatments. These are critical, but one of the 
most important points to consider for the bedroom is the noise factor. If noise 
intrudes into your place of rest and relaxation, sleep will be hard to come by. 
Gyprock Soundchek™ provides effective insulation against airborne and 
impact noise. Higher levels of noise control can be achieved by including 
Bradford SoundScreen™ in the wall cavity.

crave list
A comfy seat like this 
luxurious bucket chair in 
Lido Teal from Freedom 
brings the comfort  
quality in your bedroom 
to the fore.

STYLIST’S TOP TIP:
Experiment with colours when  

planning your intimate sanctuary. 
Different shades of blue bring  

a sense of calm to the space or you 
can energise the colour palette with 

look-at-me brights. Think about your 
window treatments too, especially if 
street lights shine through at night. 

Time spent planning will result in the 
right decisions.

DESIGN DETAIL
Ultra modern, slimline 

door handles create  
lineal symmetry and 

speak volumes when it 
comes to the overall 

appearance of a room. 
They are an important 

element to a well- 
integrated design.

HAPPY  
COMPANIONS

Elegant lighting  
treatments, such as 

this stunning Audrey 1 
light from Beacon 

Lighting, add an  
interesting reflective 

surface, echoing  
the geometry of  

 the ceiling.

LITTLE EXTRAS
Click On Furniture’s 

replica Jens Risom’s 
footstool is handy to 

rest your breakfast tray 
on or as an extra  
surface for books  

and clothes.
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Australians love the 
outdoors. Increasingly, 
homes are built or  
retrofitted to combine 
the indoors with the 
outdoors bringing in the 
fun of the sun.

22     gyprock.com.au

INSIDE & 
OUTSIDE
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STYLIST’S TOP TIP:
Eastern style lighting teamed with  
a beaten metal stool such as Orson  
& Blake’s Pradesh add a touch of the exot-
ic to your home or can remind you of a 
favourite holiday. Stay relaxed with a 
theme and only introduce some of its  
elements, otherwise you may tire  
of it quickly.
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Gyprock® bright ideas...
The outdoor room
Outdoor kitchens go hand in hand with contemporary homes and frequently boast 
all the amenities and features of an indoor kitchen. Due to exposure to  
the elements, the outdoor kitchen needs to be robust for longevity and safety. 
Gyprock Fyrchek™ MR is ideal for use in walls and ceilings in sheltered al fresco 
areas with external kitchens, where fire and moisture resistance is so important.

HAPPY  
COMPANIONS
Vivid cushions from 
Bonnie and Neil and 
Freedom’s Rajasthan 
rug with ‘wow’ help to 
create a fun ambience.

DESIGNER 
DETAILS
Collections of  
candles housed in 
interesting casings 
look great by day or 
by night. Try for bold 
looks like Click On 
Furniture’s Sarai Trio 
candle set.

Live this...
Introduce additional light into the interior using clerestory
windows near the ceiling line. Viridian’s energy efficient double
glazing helps provide year round comfort whilst increasing 
access to natural light.

INSIDE & 
OUTSIDE



THE 
FINER 
DETAILS
Gyprock plasterboard’s 
many purpose-built  
varieties help you get  
the most from your home, 
providing enhanced  
performance to create a 
more comfortable, quiet and 
durable environment for 
your family.

Sound o f music
Exploring your inner musician doesn’t have to mean playing 
electric guitar with the amp off. Smart soundproofing systems 
eliminate the need to hold back on your creative genius. 

24     gyprock.com.au
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Gyprock® Trio Cornice
High ceilings look dressed up and ready  
for a big night in with a creative cornice 
treatment. The Gyprock Trio cornice (right) 
with its stepped format casts evocative 
shadow lines that set the right mood.

The silent treatment
Gyprock Soundchek™ is a high-density  
plasterboard with increased noise  
containment properties to help create  
quiet zones in your home. Combined  
with Bradford SoundScreen™ insulation,   
it is ideal for walls and ceilings in home 
theatres, bedrooms, ensuite bathrooms, 
studies and even music rooms.  

In the wet
Specially developed for use in wet areas, 
Gyprock Aquachek™ has a moisture 
resistant core, face and back. Because 
Aquachek is not subject to moisture 
movement and has extremely low water 
absorption, it provides an excellent,  
stable substrate for ceramic tiles in  
bathrooms and laundries.

The superior choice
Gyprock Superchek™ features  
a reinforced core to effectively reduce  
the damage caused by knocks and 
bumps. The heavy duty lining paper  
provides a more scuff-resistant surface, 
making this plasterboard ideal for high 
traffic areas. Its extra density also  
provides additional sound absorption, 
making it the premium choice for all  
areas of your home. 

Ultimate protection
Gyprock Fyrchek™ MR is a high  
performance fire and moisture resistant 
plasterboard. With a glass fibre reinforced 
core, it provides excellent protection in 
walls and ceilings in al fresco kitchens 
and living areas, particularly if open  
heating is used.

 Gyprock® 
bright ideas...

Creative thinking
Customised building materials open the door 
for creative thinking. With the right choice of 
materials, such as Gyprock plasterboards 
and cornices, your home will feature clean 

lines with interesting detail, from completely 
flush skirting boards to a wide choice of  

details and niches to suit  
every room. 
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WIN
Like us on Facebook 

and then tell us in 
25 words or less what 

you like about HomeStyle 
with the hashtag 
#gyprockhomestyle and 
you could win one of 100 
six month subscriptions 
to Real Living magazine!

  CSR Gyprock

Entries close 31/12/14.  
See full terms and conditions at  
gyprock.com.au/homestyle

SEE & SHARE
We hope you’ve loved the ideas 

in HomeStyle – there are lots more ways 
you can be inspired with Gyprock®.

All the images in HomeStyle are on our 
Pinterest and Facebook pages for you to pin 
and share. We regularly add great new ideas 
and tips to help create your perfect home. 

  pinterest.com/csrgyprock

Visit visualiser.gyprock.com.au
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Pages 6 & 7
Life Interiors – Replica Prince Stool in white, $44
www.lifeinteriors.com.au (Outdoor)
Freedom – Madras Round Floor Rug 250cm in 
Natural, $349, Todd Dining Table, Diameter 150cm  
in Natural, $799 and Arbra Platter 34.5cm in Indigo, 
$89 www.freedom.com.au
Matt Blatt – Replica Eames DSW Chair in  
Pink, White, Teal, Green and White with Natural 
Legs, $69 www.mattblatt.com.au
Sokol – Replica Eames DSW Chair in Lime Green, 
and Mid Grey with Natural Legs, Sokol $69 
www.sokol.com.au
top3 by design – Outline Vase in White Yuko  
Tokuda for Moma, $110 www.top3.com.au
Click On Furniture – Diamond Glass Vase, $39  
www.clickonfurniture.com.au 
The Minimalist – White Linen Napkin set of 4, $80, 
Kitchen Board Lines, $39 and Crocheted Rubber 
Bowl, small white, $110 www.theminimalist.com.au
KitchenAid – Platinum Stand Mixer in Raspberry Ice, 
$799 www.kitchenaid.com.au
Murchison-Hume – Cooks Liquid Hand Soap, 
$21.95 www.murchison-hume.com
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Life Interiors – Replica Tolix Counter Stool in  
Lime, $125 www.lifeinteriors.com.au
Aura – Big Spot Tea Towel in Emerald, $8.95 
www.aurahome.com.au
Murchison-Hume – Heirloom Dishwashing Liquid  
1L, $33, Pot Brush, $5.25 and Dish Brush, $5.25 
www.murchison-hume.com
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Armadillo & Co – Serengeti Weave Rug in Natural/
Ivory 2 x 3m, $1125 www.armadillo-co.com
Freedom – Cecil 3 Seat Sofa in Light Grey, $999 
Sleigh Chair in Arena Red and Urban Coal, $499  
and Ida Throw 130x150cm in Black, $59.95  
www.freedom.com.au 
Life Interiors – Andy Cushion in Gemstone,  
$129, Sean Dix Forte Round Coffee Table in 
American Walnut, $495 and Amy Sia Ocean 
Cushion, $129 www.lifeinteriors.com.au 
Beacon Lighting – La Chapelle Camera  
Floor Lamp in White/Silver, $495  
www.beaconlighting.com.au 
Aura – Staggered Cushion in Black and Gold  
Stripe, 50cm, $49.95 www.aurahome.com.au 
Bonnie and Neil – Splash Turquoise Cushion, 
50cm, $145 www.bonnieandneil.com.au
Matt Blatt – Replica Warren Planter Marble  
Top Side Table, $529 www.mattblatt.com.au
United Artworks – Over an Edge Canvas Artwork 
110x110cm, $399 www.unitedartworks.com.au
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Fenton and Fenton – Universal Dhurrie in Black/
Grey (2.4m x 3.3m), $1750
www.fentonandfenton.com.au

Freedom – Cocoon Basket 50cm in Open Weave 
Petrol Blue, $79.95 www.freedom.com.au
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Tauris – 100-inch Fixed Panel Projector Screen,  
$649 www.tauris.com.au
Matt Blatt – Replica Eames Lounge Chair and 
Ottoman in Black & White, $1895 each  
www.mattblatt.com.au
Life Interiors – Valencia 2 Door Cabinet, $1079  
and Gus Modern Designer Side Table, $499 
www.lifeinteriors.com.au
Designer Rugs – Tea Garden Rug, 200x300cm, 
$3120 www.designerrugs.com.au
Freedom – Carla Throw 130x150cm in Blue,  
$29.95 www.freedom.com.au
Bonnie and Neil – Pacific Tile Black 50cm,  
$155 and Pottery Blue 60cm, $185  
www.bonnieandneil.com.au
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Uashmama – XXL Washable Paper Bag, $119 
www.uashmama.com.au
Fenton and Fenton – Beachcomber Dhurrie Runner, 
$1350 www.fentonandfenton.com.au
Matt Blatt – Replica George Nelson Platform Bench 
in Small, Black, $325 www.mattblatt.com.au
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Freedom – Mrs Johnson Side Table in Antique  
Brass Plated, $279 and Tulia Allover Cushion 
45x45cm, $34.95 www.freedom.com.au
Oz Design Furniture – Hawkes 3 Seater Sofa in 
Indigo, $1899, Lunar Coffee Table, $849 and Sly  
Floor Lamp in Copper, $229  
www.ozdesignfurniture.com.au
Blu Dot – Toro Lounge Chair in Day, $1599
www.bludot.com.au 
The Minimalist – Beaker Potted Cacti, $35–$65,  
Square Dots Peach Linen throw, $160, and Plywood 
Cushion Cover, $130 www.theminimalist.com.au
Life Interiors – Amy Sia Blush Cushion, $129 
www.lifeinteriors.com.au
Armadillo & Co – Twine Weave Rug in Granite/
Charcoal, 1.7 x 2.4m, $860 www.armadillo-co.com
Lightly – Assemblages Book Girth Belt in Natural, 
Lightly, $120, www.lightly.com.au
Vision Wallcoverings – Essential Concrete in  
Grey Wallpaper, $129.90 per 10m roll 
visionwall.com.aucom
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Uashmama – Metallic Bag Gold Brown in Small,  
$28 and Paper Bag Black in Medium, $32
www.uashmama.com.au

top 3 by design – Missoni Paul Bath Towel $90  
each and Missoni Home Pilly Hand Towel, $35  
www.top3.com.au
Oz Design Furniture – Malmo Stool in Mint, $219
www.ozdesignfurniture.com.au
Murchison-Hume – (Inset shots) The Ladies 
Bathroom Cleaner, 500mL, $12.95, Superlative 
Liquid Hand Soap & Velvet Glove Hand Cream, 
500mL, $21.95 www.murchison-hume.com
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Orson & Blake – Berlin Bedside Table,  
$395 each www.orsonandblake.com.au
Freedom – Bucket Chair in Lido Teal,  $499
www.freedom.com.au
Beacon Lighting – Audrey 1 Light Table Lamp in 
Silver/White, $149 www.beaconlighting.com.au
Click On Furniture – Replica Jens Risom Foot 
Stool, $195 www.clickonfurniture.com.au
Aura – Crochet Throw in Teal, $129.95 
www.aurahome.com.au
Life Interiors – Geometric Cushion in Turquoise, 
$49.95 www.lifeinteriors.com.au
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Freedom – Rajasthan Floor Rug 160x230cm in 
Limited Edition Teal, $999, Drum Coffee Table,  
$679, Foliage Curcuma Plant 91 in Green, $169  
Foliage Cactus (Potted) 76cm in Green/White,  
$199 and Carla Throw 130x150cm in Rust $29.95  
www.freedom.com.au
Bonnie and Neil – Flower Tile Blue, 50cm, $155,  
Pacific Tile Black, 50cm, $155, Stripes Turquoise, 
40cm, $145, Vanda Coral, 50cm, $155 and Check 
Black, 40cm, $125 www.bonnieandneil.com.au
Eco Outdoor – Barwon Easy Chair, $699
www.ecooutdoor.com.au
Table Tonic – Handmade Moroccan Leather Pouffe 
(White) $199 www.tabletonic.com.au
Click On Furniture – Sarai Trio Set of 3 Candle 
Holder, $45 www.clickonfurniture.com.au
Orson & Blake – Pradesh Metal Stool, $495.00
www.orsonandblake.com.au
Life Interiors – (outdoors) Replica Prince Stool  
in Black $44 www.lifeinteriors.com.au
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Matt Blatt –  Replica Eames DSW Chair in Pink, $69 
and Replica Jaime Hayon Pina Chair in Black, $195 
www.mattblatt.com.au
Custom Canvas Company – Paddington Print, 
$100 (unframed) www.customcanvascompany.com
Armadillo & Co – Twine Weave Rug in Turquoise/
Granite, 1.4 x 2m, $585 www.armadillo-co.com

STOCKISTS
A special thank you for all the wonderful support from our suppliers.  
Here are the details for the must-have products featured in the magazine: 

Gyprock® products are available through Gyprock  
Trade centres, Bunnings and specialist trade outlets.  
To find your nearest retailer, visit gyprock.com.au



Expect more from Gyprock®

see more at gyprock.com.au/homeowners

Aria™

Alto™

The smooth, streamlined profile 
of Gyprock Aria is perfect  
for spaces that define 
contemporary elegance.

Gyprock Alto delivers a striking presence to 
any living or entertaining room. It features a 
clever 10mm step, creating a crisp shadow 
along the ceiling edge.

The sleek contemporary lines of Gyprock Alto and Aria cornice complement 

today’s modern interiors. To see how cornice helps create perfect harmony 

in your home, check out our visualiser at visualiser.gyprock.com.au

Perfect harmony


